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2018 EGYPTIAN ELECTIONS 

Introduction 

Egypt is set to hold its next presidential elections between February 8th and May 

8th of 2018. Although the complete set of candidates could still be incomplete, the expected 

candidates are Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, Essam Heggy, Khaled Ali, and Anwar Essmat Sadat. 

Abdel Fattah el-Sisi is the current Egyptian president and has announced his plans for 

reelection, only if his people approve. Since there are so many candidates with different 

political parties, officials have worked to unite political factions and avoid turmoil in the 

upcoming election by focusing on one presidential candidate. This election proves to be one 

of Egypt’s most important in the eyes of the U.S. because Egypt has set itself on a path 

towards allying with the US.  

The US wants the next president to support this path towards cooperation.  The 

Middle East currently suffers from the terror of the Islamic State, as well as a history of 

revolt and protest of modern government. Tensions between the Middle East and the West 

have proved to be tenuous but, with another liberal president like el-Sisi, there is hope for 

relations between the two. The CIA feels that the Egyptian election could benefit the US by 

giving the US an ally in Egypt, one that could aid in the fight against the Islamic State and 

hopefully in modernizing the Middle East.  

History of the Issue 

This election marks a turning point in modern Egyptian history as it shows the 

recovery since the Arab Spring which began in 2010 as a result of political corruption in 

government. The Arab Spring was a political movement in Northern Africa and Middle East 

such as Egypt, Libya, Yemen, and Tunisia. In Egypt, the government was overthrown in 

2011 and President Hosni Mubarak stepped down while being charged with murdering 

unarmed protestors. The revolutionaries responsible for the Arab Spring were frequently 

secularists who believe in separation of church and state, in this case Islam which 

dominates politics in the area.  

Causes of the Arab Spring were not limited to religion. Unemployment, corruption, 

spontaneous revolts, use of social media to express new ideas, and inspiration after 

revolution in Tunisia all affected the beginning of the Arab Spring, although many 



historians believe it had been developing throughout the previous decade. Inflation and 

unemployment remained high following the Arab Spring. Protesters in Egypt wanted a 

more stable government where presidents would not become dictators like in 2013 when 

Egypt’s President Morsi stripped the judiciary of its right to challenge his orders.  

In July of 2013, the army overthrew President Morsi, causing a political split in the 

government and with citizens; those that supported Morsi and those that did not. This led 

to armed conflict between the two, like when those against Morsi attacked one of his camps 

of supporters. Shortly after, the interim government declared the Muslim Brotherhood a 

terrorist group after a bomb blast in the city of Mansoura killed twelve citizens. The 

government then banned political parties based on religion, which led to the rise of support 

for the secular beliefs of Abdel Fattah el-Sisi. 

Abdel Fattah el-Sisi began his presidency by jailing members of the Muslim 

Brotherhood and proving his support for a secular government. However, the Islamic State 

became a major problem in Egypt in 2014 with attacks on Sinai and Cairo. The Islamic State 

threatened Egypt’s Christian population and it claimed responsibility for crashing a 

Russian airliner in Sinai, killing all 224 crew and passengers. This example is one of many 

Islamic State attacks that el-Sisi attempted to respond to with the military. These attacks 

cannot be answered with enough capital or resources since money in Egypt is currently 

scarce. 

Following past corruption, goals of the 2014 election and the upcoming 2018 

elections include democracy, free elections, employment and greater human rights, which 

were all stated purposes of the Arab Spring. Although democracy in the country has been 

improving and human rights under Abdel Fattah el-Sisi’s current term appear to be 

improving, the upcoming elections could determine whether this more democratic society 

is reached. Abdel Fattah el-Sisi became the president in 2014 after winning 96% of the 

vote, although only 48% of voters turned out.   

Voters were pressured into voting for el-Sisi, and dissent against him was 

unacceptable, which explains the almost unanimous decision with a lack of opposition. For 

instance, three foreigners were kicked out of a press conference shortly after the election 

for suggesting that it may not have been completely fair. In addition, every opposer of el-

Sisi was scared away except one. The very popular Muslim Brotherhood party also could 



not provide an opposition as it was the victim of a government crackdown led by el-Sisi, 

who ran as an independent. In the past decade, multiple Egyptian presidents have been 

ousted, but el-Sisi has been in office for three years and is planning to run for reelection 

next year. Although el-Sisi ran practically unopposed, he has lasted his term thus far and 

could become president for another four years.  

Recent Developments 

Since the Arab Spring, the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt lost power and attacks on 

Christians have slowed. This shows the change from radical Islamist policies in Egypt. The 

party was banned during the 2014 elections because of its success despite secular beliefs 

following the Arab Spring. Mohamed Morsi El Ayat became the next president of Egypt in 

2012 and was a member of the Freedom and Justice Party. However Morsi was ousted by a 

coup after he made a constitutional declaration giving him power to override judicial 

review of his acts. 

Morsi also supported a Muslim controlled government which angered many liberal 

citizens. He therefore lost support after protests by Egyptians and a coup by the military 

council. The interim government following Morsi cracked down on radical Islamic groups 

in support of the separation of church and state, but their control became too tight and 

caused the Rabaa Massacre which injured hundreds of citizens.   

As a result, Abdel Fattah el-Sisi left the military to run and became the next 

president in 2014. el-Sisi called for reforming and modernizing Egypt. He stood up against 

sexual violence and encouraged his people to work hard. He believed that a better Egyptian 

economy can be achieved through decreased unemployment and a hard working mentality 

of Egypt’s citizens. He also attempted to ease tensions between Christians and Muslims by 

speaking at Christian and Islamic events. He hoped to improve healthcare and education 

through increased revenue of petroleum while he dropped 13.5% of Egypt's foreign debt.  

There are also doubts about el-Sisi and human rights violations. The Muslim 

Brotherhood claimed that 2,200 of its members were killed during a government focus on 

their group and at least 40,000 political prisoners were detained. The Egyptian government 

accuses the Muslim Brotherhood of being a radical organization which is true only with 

certain groups of members. The group does however involve many peaceful members as 

well that span across Egypt. el-Sisi has reached out the US currently by congratulating 



President Trump on his election sparking a relationship with the president who plans to 

visit Cairo.  

el-Sisi has proven to be a better leader who can keep Egypt unified and could be 

instrumental in increasing relations with the US. Because of his beliefs in modernization 

and reformation, including separation of Islam and the Egyptian government, he could 

create better relations between Egypt and the US since his views align more clearly with 

the US. Abdel Fattah el-Sisi’s more modern and liberal policies achieved him an approval 

rating of 82% as of August of 2016 which has encouraged liberal presidential candidates to 

run for office.  

Candidates and Policies 

The most well known candidate, Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, is the current president and 

claims that he will run for a second term if the people wish. He represents a more free 

society and also had political experience when elected as he held a seat in the military 

council that ruled between the Arab Spring and when Mohamed Morsi El Ayat became 

president in 2012. He did not choose a political party and ran as an independent in 2014. 

The next potential candidate in the 2018 elections is Essam Heggy. He plans to create a 

unified state with equality for those of different religions and better public education. 

Khaled Ali is a human rights lawyer and former leader of the Egyptian Center for 

Economic and Social Rights. He is the most liberal candidate and was prominent in the 

Egyptian Revolution of 2011. He causes controversy as a figure who appears to be outside 

of the law, one who cannot decide whether to announce candidacy or protest. However, Ali 

is a man of the people as he has led revolts and proves to be charismatic. Finally, Anwar 

Essmat Sadat is the chairman of the Reform and Development Misruna Party and the 

former chairman of the Egyptian House of Representatives' Human Rights Committee. 

These four candidates are all expected to run for president next year, although similar to 

the election of 2014, candidates could be frightened and threatened out of running or new 

people could join the race. 

Conclusion 

This election proves to be one of the most liberal and could possibly pave a way to 

better relations with Egypt and the West. An Egyptian president willing to unify and bring 

its country out of its impoverished position could be beneficial to the US, as it would 



strengthen the country by providing a political and economic partner in the Middle East. A 

relationship with Egypt would benefit the US economically, but also in the sense that 

radical and Islamic conflicts throughout the Middle East may subside. Egypt has rejected a 

radical theocracy as shown by the Arab Spring which creates hope that the people in these 

nations will realize the faults in their government and like the Egyptians, elect to create a 

more liberal government with liberal leaders like in Egypt. That being said, the CIA’s 

involvement in this election could sway the government into one more similar to the U.S. 

The goals of the CIA include choosing a more liberal candidate and increasing American 

influence in Egypt’s domestic and foreign affairs.  

Egypt has become more united after the creation of the Islamic State and its 

continuous attacks on Christians beginning in 2013. This issue has led to the deaths of 

many due to bombing in densely populated areas like Cairo and Sinai. The conflict between 

Egypt and the Islamic State is a shared conflict that the US also has with the IS. The IS could 

unite Egypt and the US to maintain a better relationship while Egypt could serve as an ally 

in the fight. This is another reason why a liberal Egyptian president is necessary; a 

president against the IS would gain US support and be vital to the conflict. Egypt could be a 

stepping stone to solving issues in the Middle East, but only with a president willing to stop 

protest and listen to the people. The US must be willing to cooperate with Egypt and 

whoever its new president may be. A united effort could end conflict in the Middle East and 

lead to a more democratic world.  

Questions to Consider 

 How could the upcoming election change domestic Egyptian affairs? 

 Which candidates platforms would the US most likely be able to build a relationship 

upon most? 

 How could this election affect the diverse religious groups of the nation? 

 In what ways could foreign ties with Mediterranean and Arabian nations became 

stronger or weaker with new leadership? 

 How could things change even if Sisi stays in power for a second term? 

Sources for Additional Research 

 https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20170722-general-to-stand-in-next-
egyptian-presidential-election/ 



 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/oct/18/egypt-parliamentary-
elections-shore-up-sisi 

 https://muftah.org/next-middle-east-election-watch-egypts-2018-presidential-
election/#.WXc-M4jys2w 

 http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_world_/2014/05/20/egypt_s_elections_won_t_be_
free_or_fair_but_you_won_t_see_fraud_on_election.html 

 http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/en/originals/2017/05/egypt-parties-united-
front-presidential-elections.html 
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